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Abstract
Due to increase in complexity of systems, failure rate is increasing in real time systems. A failure in a system can occurs due to
presence of fault. A fault can be transient, intermittent or permanent. In this paper we propose a novel approach for transient
fault recovery with energy minimization. A faulty system may cause a failure. Fault tolerance approach is used to correct
functioning in the presence of fault. DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling) is responsible for energy minimization in a system by
adjusting the voltage level and clock speed dynamically. Efficiency of DVS depends upon available slack time. Experimental
result shows that proposed algorithm is more suitable for transient fault recovery with energy minimization.
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1. Introduction
Real time systems are highly dependent upon task deadline. Efficiency of these systems are depends not only on task deadline
but it is also depend upon their correct functioning. The real time system can be divided into two categories: hard real time system,
in which missing the deadline may cause a failure and soft real time system, in which missing deadline may be consider. Most of
these systems are time critical systems operate in fault prone environmental conditions. Faulttolerant computing techniques are
used to achieve correct result. Fault tolerance is mechanism to provide correct functioning of system (user program and system
software) in the presence of fault (Pradhan, 1986). As the system is hard real time system, it is essential that the task complete its
functioning before deadlines even in the presence of fault. Fault tolerance approaches are needed in time critical systems to ensure
dependability in harsh environment conditions. There are many approaches which have been investigated for fault tolerance. Some
of them are active replication, checkpointing, replay logs, etc provide different tradeoff in runtime cost in the absence of fault.
Checkpointing is very common approach for tolerate transient fault in the system. At each checkpoint, the system checks the
correctness and save the result ina secure device. If a fault is detected, the system rolls back to the previous checkpoint instead of
complete re-execution and resumes normal execution (Liu et al, 2010).
These systems are also energy constraint because the lifetime of these systems depends upon battery life. Energy is also main
issue for most of the real time devices. It is very crucial due to limited power backup. Energy can be managed by dynamic power
management (DPM) in real time systems (Huang et al, 2009). DVS (Dynamic Voltage Scaling) is very popular and most
effectively approach used for energy minimization. The energy minimization can be achieved by dynamically scaling the voltage
and its corresponding frequency (Woomseok et al, 2002) .
There are many fault tolerance and energy minimization approaches have been studied separately. DVS is not considered for
fault tolerance and fault tolerance is not considered for dynamic voltage scaling. In this paper, both the approaches are combined to
find a suitable approach which can be effectively used for fault tolerance and energy minimization. Fault tolerance approach is
combined with DVS to achieve fault tolerance and energy efficiency.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work with motivation is presented in section II. Problem is described in
section III. Section IV includes models and assumptions used. The proposed algorithm is presented in section V. Section VI shows
the results and analysis of this paper and finally section VII concludes the paper.
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2. Motivation and Related Work
As most of real time systems working in crucial conditions are highly depend upon time with most chance of occurrence of fault.
These systems should be fault tolerated system such that if a fault occurs in the system it can be handled on running time. There
are several approaches for fault tolerance proposed in many papers (Dima et al, 2001). Most of the approaches are based on
checkpointing to tolerate transient fault. The major consideration is to adjust the intervals between checkpoints to reduce energy
consumption. The checkpoint interval is the duration between two consecutive checkpoints. The checkpoint interval can be
reduced by increasing number of checkpoints. The system is more accurate in fault tolerance if there is more number of
checkpoints. Many approaches have been proposed for finding optimal number of checkpoints (Zhang et al, 2003). Checkpointing
and rollback recovery are used to improve the reliability and availability of fault-tolerant computing systems. The main problem
of checkpointing is how to determine strategies for optimal placement of checkpoints. The performance of the system is depends
upon placement of checkpoint. The system will be more efficient and reliable with fault tolerance if an optimal number of
checkpoints have been applied. The number of checkpoints affects the execution time, task response time and expected cost
(Izosimov et al, 2008).
Energy is also the concern in real time systems. Some of the time critical system working in remote areas with no power supply,
where battery is only the energy source or shortage of energy supply we need to minimize the energy consumption. The energy
consumption will increase to execute a faulty task. A system will consume more energy to re-execute the task (Melhem et al,
2004). This energy consumption can reduces by applying suitable energy management scheme. Dynamic power management is
best approach used for real time applications. DVS dynamically adjust the supply voltage and its corresponding frequency to save
the power (Pillai et al, 2001).
If voltage V is applied for execution with f clock frequency then energy consumption E can be expressed by using given
equation.

By scaling the voltage on various voltage levels, energy consumption can be managed. If a task running on maximum voltage
and have available slack, then by reducing voltage energy can be saved.
Earliest Deadline First (EDF) and RM (Rate monotonic) scheduling approach are used for scheduling real time task. EDF is
most efficient dynamic scheduling approach. EDF does not provide any fault tolerance mechanism and energy management
scheme. EDF is responsible for scheduling real time task dynamically. These tasks are aperiodic in nature. Aperiodic task are those
which can arrive any time in a system. Every aperiodic task have <ai, ei, di>, where ai is arrival time,ei is execution time anddi is
deadline of the task (Alam et al, 2014). Due to high occurrence of transient fault in a system, we consider only transient fault
recovery. A transient fault can be recovered using time redundancy. In time redundancy the faulty task is roll back or re-execute
during running time. In this paper, we propose an energy efficient approach which can tolerate transient fault in real time
applications with energy minimization.
3.Problem Description
In real time critical applications, fault tolerance with energy minimization is a big issue. Many fault tolerance approach has been
proposed but fault tolerance is not be able to manage energy consumption. There are some energy management approaches which
are not capable for fault tolerance. The main issue of this paper is to minimize the energy consumption with fault tolerance in real
time applications.
4. Models and Assumptions
Real Time Task Model: The task model consist a set of aperiodic task T = { T1, T2, ... ,Tn } having their respective deadline (d1, d2,
….dn). The task are considered non-preemptive and have to complete the execution before deadline. We consider at least one task
arrives at time t=0. The tasks can start the execution after its arrival and it has to finishes its execution on or before deadline. The
system is hard read time system which have hard deadline. The tasks are independent and having its own worst case execution
time on maximum speed. Each task consists of three parameters <ai,ei,di>, where ai is arrival time of task, ei is worst case
execution time at full speed and di is deadlines. The uniprocessor is considered for scheduling the tasks. Initially we only consider
only one task in the task set at time t=0, and start time of the first task can be considered at 0 andd can be assumed as the time
interval in which the task can be executed. The utilization of system can be calculated using u=e/d. and total utilization of system
is equal to sum of utilization of each task.
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Energy Model: DVS is used for power management. In this voltage is dynamically adjusted for running the task. There are Vmax
maximum voltage level and Vmin minimum voltage level. A task has to execute between these two voltage levels. The voltage is
managed in such a way that the task finishes its execution on or before its deadline. At different supply voltage level V = {V1, V2,
V3,…Vn}, where each voltage level is associated with its corresponding speed gives discrete power consumption, there are discrete
frequency levels on different supply voltage levels. The energy consumption for each task is depends upon supply voltage and
frequency.
The energy consumption of a system can be find by multiplying execution interval and energy consumption per unit time. ifEc is
the energy consumption per unit time and N is the execution interval then total energy consumption Etotal can be calculated as
Etotal(ti) = N * Ec(ti)
The energy consumption is calculated for each individual running task. As energy is a constraint, we have to minimize the energy
consumption. So check the available slack for the running task. If a task running on maximum voltage level may have some
available slack. By applying DVS, we adjust the voltage level such that the task finishes on its deadline and energy consumption
can minimize. This energy minimization can be achieved by reducing voltage level and check the schedulability of task. If a task
is schedulable with low voltage yields the energy minimization. If a fault tolerance approach is applied in the system then a
scheduler has to check the fault and adjust the voltage level accordingly. Schedulers always think there is some fault in the system
and work accordingly. A task will be schedulable only if available energy is greater than total consumed energy. If a task does not
have sufficient energy to execute a task then the scheduler will hold the execution till sufficient energy available.
5. Proposed Approach
Fault tolerance and energy efficient approach is presented in this paper. A transient fault arrive in a system can be tolerated on run
time using checkpointing interval. But it can’t used for energy minimization. We propose an energy efficient approach for fault
tolerance. We applied the EDF approach for scheduling the task on the scheduler. EDF approach is applied in such a way that most
of the tasks have scheduled. We also consider the fault recovery in that system and schedule the task.
The worst case execution time is calculated for each task. Here we consider at least one aperiodic task arrives at t = 0 and the
tasks are aperiodic. We check the deadline of all arrived tasks and arrange them with their deadline in ascending order. At time t,
we check the schedulability of the minimum deadline task on the system with maximum voltage level. If the task has slack then
reduce the voltage level using DVS. Again apply the schedulability of and check the acceptance of the system. If it is finishing on
or before deadline the task is schedulable. Otherwise execute the task on same voltage level.
As energy is also the concern then before starting to execute a task at time t, check the availability of energy to execute that task.
If it has sufficient energy then executes the task with fault tolerance approach and calculates the drain energy for this task. After
finishing the task execution again calculate the available energy for next task by subtracting the drain energy from stored energy
and continue the same process.
Proposed Scheduling Algorithm
Task scheduling in proposed algorithm is depends upon deadline of task. The task which has minimum deadline will be scheduled
first. The algorithm also considers the energy available. It checks the available energy for execution of task. If a system does not
have sufficient energy then scheduler will not schedule the task for execution. If a system has sufficient energy for execution then
the scheduling is able to run. We start scheduling by initializing at least one task arrives at time t=0, and if more than one task has
arrived then select the task having minimum deadline because the task is consider as higher priority task which has minimum
deadline. Apply optimal number of checkpoints for fault tolerance and then check schedulability. If the task is schedulable with
fault tolerance, then available slack is also checked. If there is available slack after fault tolerance then apply DVS for reducing
energy consumption. Then calculate the energy drain to execute that task. If finish time of that task is less than or equal to its
deadline, then the task is schedulable with fault tolerance.
Input: (T1,T2,T3,……Tn), D=deadline, A=Arrival Time
Output: Task Scheduling with fault tolerance and energy minimization
1 For task set T= T1,T2,T3,……Tn
do
2 find minimum deadline task as highest priority task and apply EDF scheduling algorithm
3di ← min{di: Tibelongs to T} // select task from task set at t=0.
4 Set task Ti has minimum deadline for execution and n optimal number of checkpoint with r = 1 as overhead.
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5 WCET =
+
// Pk= power at which task executed, decreasing the voltage power will decrease, m and n are number of checkpoint applied
on higher priority task and current task respectively. Thi are higher priority tasks.
6 Calculate
(N is interval of task execution)
7 If there is slack available for the current task.
8 Apply DVS to minimize energy consumption
9 Print task is schedulable with minimum energy
10 otherwise, task is not schedulable.

6. Results
Table 1 shows the results shows the schedulability of task with fault tolerance with energy consumption. Let us consider the task
set of four task <0,2,15>, <6,3,25>, <6,4,25>, and,<7,6,38> with their arrival time, execution time and deadline of each task. We
write the code in C++ and check the schedulability of each task without fault. We find the worst case execution time of each task
and then check the schedulability. We also check the available energy in the system to execute the task. A task will be schedulable
if there is sufficient energy in the system.
Table 1: WCET with fault and without fault in the system.

a

e

d.

n

0
6
6
7

2
3
4
6

15
25
20
38

2
2
2
3

WCET
(No fault)
2
9
6
15

WCET
(With fault)
5
20
13
31

Results shown in table 1 are in both the cases (with fault is proposed approach and without fault is existing approach). All the tasks
are schedulable because the WCET of all the tasks are less then deadline of each task. We apply the checkpoint policy to tolerate
fault and the table also shows the optimal checkpoint for each task individually. We also check the energy consumption of each
task and check the schedulability. Using our proposed approach we can say our proposed approach is better than any other existing
approach. Figure 1 shows the simulation results of both existing and proposed approach. WCET with no fault is existing approach
and WCET with fault is proposed approach.

Figure 1: Task scheduling with and without fault
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7. Conclusion
The algorithm we have proposed is more efficient to tolerate fault with minimum energy consumption. We check the execution
time with fault and without fault. In most of the cases the tasks are scheduled. We presented the formula for finding worst case
execution time of individual task. We have also check the energy consumption in each case. The energy consumption is low in our
proposed approach. The simulation result shows that all tasks are schedulable in the presence of fault.
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